Neuropsychological studies of object recognition.
It is well established that disorders of visual perception are associated with lesions in the right hemisphere. Performances on tasks as disparate as the identification of objects from unusual views of objects drawn so as to overlap, of fragmented letters, of familiar faces, and of anomalous features in drawings, have been shown to be impaired in patients with focal right posterior lesions. A series of investigations are reviewed, directed towards analysing the basis of these deficits. Explanations in terms of primary visual impairment can be rejected, as can an account in terms of faulty figure-ground organization. It is argued that a wide variety of such perceptual deficits--all of which are concerned with meaningful visual stimuli--can be encompassed by the notion of faulty perceptual categorization at an early post-sensory stage of object recognition. Moreover, there is evidence suggesting that some of these various perceptual deficits can be mutually dissociated. The concept of perceptual categorization is discussed in the wider context of tentative model of object recognition.